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Abstract: I have written this paper to my confidence that decision support systems and technologies can help traders
and business owners in develop their business especially in making decisions related with investments. The paper give
readers overview on techniques used in business and especially those they work in medium institution and those they
interested in investment decisions. The results of research illustrate the best techniques can use in investments decisions
and the best ways to use every technique. The scope of the work was in one of medium size enterprise, i use their data
for the year of 2016 and make the study on this data. In this research, I argue that the use of scientific methods is better
than relying on traditional methods such as the experience of people and others. In particular, I believe that the use of
linear programming method is the best way to make investment decisions. The experiments in the research on two
methods assuming stability of sold quantities in 2017 as 2016 and the second method by forecast o sold quantities in
2017 after studying time series of every item. The techniques that we use are traditional method as experience of
persons our case study use it, data calculations but not rely on scientific method, linear programming and ABC XYZ
analyse. The way the experiments were conducted was to focus on the highest return on profitability, taking into
account the available financial resources of the institution as well as the expected period of return of profits.
Keywords: Decision support system, linear programming, medium sized enterprise, investment decisions
I. INTRODUCTION
Decision support systems are modern technological systems used for developing an environment of decisions making.
Decision support system depends on processing and analysing data to get best results and select best decisions. In
business environments, they are always look for enhancing and developing performance, so they need the decision
support systems constantly. The uses of decision support systems are not limited only one field contrariwise they are
diverse. Health services, education, trading and other fields use decision support system. Government and
nongovernment organizations also profit and non-profit organizations do not overlook on using decision support
system. The history of decision support systems nearly started since the 1950s only in theoretically, but on the technical
using it started after 1960s. There are many of studies were written in decision support systems and also many of
researchers have written on DSS for the purpose of developing and to increase the benefit of return on international
organizations in the areas of research and application.
This research aims is extending the benefits of DSS to cover medium-sized enterprises. Medium- sized enterprises as
another profit enterprises seeking to maximizing profit. Consequently, I will make a case study on one of medium size
enterprise to see if we can get good results by using DSS to access to highest possible profit. Precisely the research
introduces some of different methods that are used for making the investment decisions and make a comparison
between them. The research supposes that DSS using linear programming will give best results and decisions.
The main problem is the lack of benefit from the technological boom that has become widely available to all in
business, especially when making investment decisions in medium-sized enterprises.
As we know, the fundamental aim in business is gaining highest profits in the shortest possible time. Some of the goods
may trick even experts in their business. Sometimes investors look only for profit with ignoring other sides like product
lifecycle. In another hand, high demand on a special product or quick life cycle also can trick owner of business even if
this product returns the small profit. Actually, profit with slow product lifecycle is not desirable. Also, speed product
lifecycle with low small profits also not desirable. For example, table 1 explores how high profitable product can trick
investors.

Product name
X
Y
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Table 1: HOW PROFIT TRICK INVESTORS
Profit
Quantity sold
1000
1 pcs per 3 months
100
4 pcs per month
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In the previous table, with a quick look we think x product is better to invest a budget in, but if we analysed and
compared between X and Y we can see that Y is better from X:
X annual profit is 4000.
Y annual profit is 4800.
Important questions remain when making any investment decision:
What are the right items for investment now?
What is the appropriate quantity of investment of each type?
What
are
the
items
that
bring
us
the
highest
possible
The answer to these questions helps to get rid of many of the problems that occur in the business.

profit?

The scope of time will be for 12 months and we can use less or more 12 months but will extract data for 12 months as a
standard between 1/1/2016 until 31/12/2016. The aim is not innovation new rule or approach, but it is a try seeks to
applying and utilizing business methodologies as linear programming and ABC XYZ analysis combined with modern
technologies as excel and mat lab in traditional business environment.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the literature review, I try to focus on previous studies in decision support system and linear programming and
their using in maximizing profit. The temporal boundaries in research were between 1975 to 2016. The words I used in
research are decision support system, linear programming, decision making, investment decision support system, and
decision support system in medium sized enterprises. I used Google scholar and infomine as scientific research engines.
I used also scientific journals like IEEE, Springer, and science direct. English were the main language in research but I
also used Arabic on a small scale.
Decision support system has different definitions and conceptions like using computer systems and technologies as
intermediates for managers to help them in achieving and support decisions in work. Another definition is excellence
design strategy in business based on evaluation techniques ( Keen P. G., 1980). The studies on decision support
systems have expanded in the seventies. (Studer, 1979) He is cussed the features of decision support system which
were used with applications of database management systems. Only experience or programming specialists used the
applications of database management systems but in the seventies, the users of these systems changed to be easier to
use with no specialists. Some of the features had become available for users to apply their functions. Decision support
systems were one of the importance applications used by users to develop technical or commercial areas.( Macedo,
Camargo, Oliveira, Silva , & Salgado, 2013) in their paper noticed cautious of people to invest in the stock market and
some other people who have the lake of knowledge in the stock market. They think that can prevent the good return and
financial gain. So they invented a hybrid system that introduces heuristic rules and to give investors higher gain using
forecasting techniques. The decision support system uses different kinds of means such as data, models, methods,
knowledge and tools. Agents in the systems mean a component that contact with another component in another
environment to achieve specific tasks. Decision support systems have (MAS) multi-agent systems that contact together
and coordinate among themselves to help in decision making (Ruixue, Chaofeng , Ming, & Zhanhong , 2008).
The linear programming is a mathematical operation used in cases need to maximize or minimize something.
Minimizing cost or time also to maximizing profit prices. In linear programming, there is a goal either maximize or
minimize and there is constraints cannot be ignored. To solve the problem of linear programming there are different
methods like geometric method and simplex method. The geometric method is used with only problems with two
variables. The simplex method is used to solve problems with more than two variables (Wallis, 2012). Researchers
have used linear programming in a variety of work environments. In energy sources (Torres, Crichigno , Padilla, &
Rivera, 2014) have used linear programming to maximize profit. Their optimization model is used to schedule energy
sources to meet the need of clients. The model combined between energy sources together (conventional, renewable
and battery storage) then schedule them to clients to satisfy them and gain maximum profit. (موسى, 2012) Built a model
can solve the problem of a lake of profit in vegetable oils factory using branch and bound method. The branch and
bound method are one of the famous methods, which depend on simplex method. In his module, he used 20 variables
and 5 constraints to achieve objective function.
III. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
There are two types of decisions, fist one is qualitative decisions that do not rely on numbers and data. Second one is
quantitative decisions that rely on numbers and data.
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Table 2 :Difference between qualitative and quantitative method.
Input
Process
Output
Qualitative decision
Depend on theoretic and
Expectations and
Not easy to
opinions
experience
measurable
Quantitative decision
Depend on data and
Statistical and
Easy to measurable
numbers
calculations
The decisions in organizations and business are not same, there are some difference between them. The difference
between decisions can be measured by the impacts of every decision on other levels of the organization and the
execution time of the decisions is also important.
Decisions are taken by three different levels in the organization that are top, middle and low level. The period also
consist of three type's long, medium and short time.
There are three types of business decisions strategic, tactical and operational.
A. Strategic decision
Strategic decisions are the decision that plan the goals and future of company. The period of these decisions usually
take a long term to implementation like semester and years. The level of management they always do strategic decision
are a top level of management. The impact of strategic decisions effect on all levels of organizations. Strategic decision
consider as unstructured decision.
B. Tactical decision
Tactical decisions are the decisions that taken by a middle level of management to support execution of decision made
by top level. The period of these decisions usually tale medium term like months. The impacts of tactical decisions
effect on medium and low level of organization. Tactical decision consider as semi structure decision.
C. Operational decision
Operational decisions are the decisions that execute daily operations in organization. These decisions are complement
to achieve goals planned by top and medium levels. The period of operational decisions always take a short period of
time days and weeks. Operational decisions are taken by low level of management. Operational decisions consider as
structure decisions.
The difference between business decisions in three main points are the period of time, level of management and
structure or not. All types of business decisions work together to access the goals of organization. All decision in any
level has an important to be supported by data, information and knowledge. Decision support system must be available
in any level of management to help decisions makers choosing optimum decision.
IV. LINEAR AND INTEGER PROGRAMMING
Linear or integer programming is a kind of research process that deals with the real problems in life, using scientific
methods and then provides several solutions suitable for this problem and then choose the best solution within the
solutions available, taking into account the constraints and resources available to solve the problem. Operations
research in general aims to reach the optimal solution of the problem with the maximum profits possible and the lowest
costs and has many applications in various fields of life such as industry, trade, transportation, military and other fields.
The scientific methods on which operation researches depends on statistical analysis and linear and integer
programming that we will explain detailed and other scientific methods.
Linear programming is a type of mathematical programming and may be the most applied in the business environment.
Its idea is to find the best possible results whether it is the question of finding the greatest value or finding the least
value under the available resources only. Software availability has contributed to the spread and application of this
method in various areas. One example used to solve linear programming problems is the graph. Another method is the
simplex method, which is more prevalent than its counterpart because it can solve problems with a large number of
variables.
Integer programming is similar to linear programming, but the values of variables in linear programming can be
integers or fractions. However, in the integer programming, the values of the resulting variables should be only integer
numbers. For example, in determining the appropriate quantity to invest in certain items, it is not possible for the
quantities to be fractional numbers.
Any question in linear programming consists of three basic elements:
A. Decision variables and constants
The variables can be defined as the unknown values that are determined after solving the problem, meaning that they
are the results of the solution such as determining the quantities to be invested in certain varieties or determining the
quantities to be produced from different products. The constants are defined as the fixed and known values on which
variables are known such as the cost of the product or the number of hours of production and others.
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B. Constraints
Constraints are the possible limits of decision variables or issue outputs since output values must be in line with these
constraints and are subject to available resources such as a factory-specific budget to produce a product, outputs cannot
exceed these constraints.
C. Object function
In any problem or issue there is a goal to solve the issue, this goal defined by by the decision-maker may be the goal of
obtaining a profit or the reduce budget of production and express this goal is called an object function and result
represents the optimum solution whether the goal was maximizing the value of profit or other, result of the function is
the value of the highest profit possible through the available resources or constraints, or in other situation the goal is
less value such as reducing the value of production, the value of the function is the lowest possible value of production
under existing resources or constraints.
Based on the above elements, linear programming issues are mathematically formulated in the following form:
n

Maxmize or Minimize Y   ci * xi
i 1

subjec to :
n

a
i 1

ji

* X i  b j

Xi  0

for j  1,2,3......, n

for i  1,2,3......., n

Y = It is an object function is considered as output, since its value is the result of solving the equation, in the question
of this research is the highest possible profit value.
C = It is considered an input, and in this research it expresses the profit value of each item separately.
X = these are the search variables which are the result of the solution. In this research, it expresses the quantities to be
invested in each item.
a = It is an input of the issue and expresses the values of the left-limit variables of the constraints, the question of this
research reflects the cost of each item.
b = Which is the input determined by the decision maker and express the highest or lowest possible value, in this
research reflect the highest possible value of the cost of investment in the sense that the total quantities should not
exceed the cost of this value
Linear programming problems are often solved using the graph method if the issue contains only two variables. If the
question contains more than two variables, the simplification method will be the optimal method. In a simplistic way,
not all possible solutions are calculated, but they depend on the transition from a solution to a better solution until reach
to the optimal solution.
The use of linear programming in the business environment often contains many variables and several solutions are
available. It is difficult to compare and search for the best solution among the solutions available only depending on the
human effort. For the importance of operation researches methods in the various daily life, including the linear
programming approach, computer companies interested in this science have developed many programs that solve the
problems of linear programming and other operation researches issues, thus contributing to the widespread use of linear
programming.
V. ABC XYZ ANALYSE
In analysing ABC XYZ, at first we execute ABC analysis and then we take the most important items, which are in the
category of A, and we analyse them by XYZ analyse to determine the stability of the demand for them. The items that
are classified A and X are the most important and stable items and the degree of reliability in the stability of demand
and investment in it has a high profit return. In the following table, we illustrate the types of varieties according to the
analysis ABC XYZ and importance of each type.

A
B
C

X
High profit
Stability in sales
Medium profit
Stability in sales
Few profit
Stability in sales
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Table 3 : Types of ABC XYZ analyze
Y
Z
High profit
High profit
Low change in sales
High change in sales
Medium profit
Medium profit
Low change in sales
High change in sales
Few profit
Few profit
Low change in sales
High change in sales
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A. ABC analyse
This analysis is the classification of the best stock in the company and consists of two analyses, and each analysis is
concerned with certain aspects are analysed for each item. ABC analyses and classifies a group of elements according
to the degree of importance, whether these elements are customers or categories or branches of shops or others, and are
classified into three categories, A are the most important items at all, B important items but less than the importance of
A and finally class C and contains Non-important items. This analysis is based largely on the famous Pareto analysis,
which says that 80% of the results come from 20% of the items. For example, 80% of the profits come from 20% of the
items or 80% of the time goes out in 20% of the tasks and other examples in the areas of life. The percentages vary
sometimes, some scientists disagree with Pareto, one of them says that 70% of the results come from 30% of items and
there are also different percentages.
B. XYZ analysis
XYZ analysis is used to classify stock goods based on the fluctuation of demand for these goods and are classified as
follows:
X: Items under this type have a stable demand and little change during periods, making it easier to predict the future
demand of these varieties and to be closer to health and reliability.
Y: Items under this type are not as stable as the first type but their variability is often medium and in known seasons,
and their quantities can be predicted to some degree.
Z: Items under this type is very variable and the quantity of demand is very difficult to predict of future demand. In the
following, I will include graphical examples of variability and difference of the demand for one item in category X, and
another item of category Y, and item of category Z to indicate the extent of variation.
VI. METHODOLOGY
The aim of this research is discussion issue of unstudied decisions or decisions that only depend on personal knowledge
or experience without giving any attention for available and related real information with this decision that can give a
good view of for decisions making. Our philosophy in this research has based on a methodology of decision support
systems that use data analysing tools to support decisions in a non-routine ways by using real information.
The case study in this research will be a medium size enterprise that has a sales application contain historical data for
every product. The theoretical dimension in this case study is decision support system by linear programming to
choose most return on investment from existing products in the case study. Studying this type of enterprise can help us
to generalization results for other medium-sized enterprises.

Figure 1: Types of Experiments
A. Assuming stability of future sales quantities
Data I used was for 2016 (12 months) and invested amount we put it =100000(one hundred thousand)
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1) Data calculations
In this type, I have done some of calculations on data as follow:
Monthly sold = Quantity sold during 2016/12

Figure 2: Monthly sold
I also calculated
Average price= Total of sale/ Quantity sold
Profit per pcs= Average price- cost
After I analysed historical data I am going to expect future calculate future sales as follow:
Invested quantity= invested amount/cost
Expected product cycle = invested quantity /quantity sold per month
Expected total profit = profit per pcs * invested quantity
Expected monthly profit = expected total profit / expected product cycle

Figure 3: Expected monthly profit
Depend on expected monthly profit I am going to arrange items from up to down, items with highest expected monthly
profit are the most important than other.
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Figure 4:After arrange items depending on monthly profit
To distribute the budget on items within constraints 4 months and 100000 I am going to calculate quantity sold for
every items through 4 months:
Quantity sold within 4 months = 4*monthly sold

Figure 5: Expected monthly sold during 4 months
After that, I am going to invest budget in items that return maximum profit from up do down until our budget finish.
M2=sum (N6:N3038)
When the total reach to 100000 we will stop investment.

Figure 6: Calculate invested cost for every item
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Figure 7: Invested cost for third item
When I arrived at third items, the budget went up until 132900, so I must change quantity to reach to 100000.

Figure 8:Total invested amount
After changing quantities within constraints, I will calculate the profit.

Figure 9: Calculate profit
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Profit = Quantity sold within 4 months or less* profit per pcs

Figure 10:Sum of profit
Total of profit= 53640
2) Integer linear programming
I will use mat lab program to execute integer linear programming

Figure 11: Explain the formula of linear programming in Mat lab
We want to maximize our profit within two constraints:
1- Budget less than 100000.
2- Hours must be less than 832(4 months* 26 days * 8 hours per day)
At first, I am going to calculate the number of hours the enterprise needs to sell one piece of each item.
Hours per pcs = working hours during the year (12 months*26 day*8 hours) / Quantity sold per year.
Hours per pcs = 2496/Quantity sold per year
For example:
The enterprise sold 4 pieces of X1 during 2016 and 3 pieces of X2 during 2016 X1=2496/4=624 hours
X2=2496/3=832 hours
Every 624 hours enterprise will sell one piece of X1 and every 832 hours sell on piece of X2.
After obtaining the hours required by the enterprise to sell one piece of each item, we will transfer data from Excel to
Mat lab. We will use the Mat lab function to solve this type of questions (integer linear programming). The function is
intlinprog.
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[x,fval]=intlinprog (f,intcon,A,b,lb)
Where F is the values that we want to maximize, and in our experience this is the amount of profit in each piece. Intcon
indicate that the values of the X result of the equation solution must be integer. A is the coefficients values of the
constraints in question for each element and the constraints in this question are the cost and the number of hours. B
represents values of limitations in our experiment there are two limitations cost and number of hours.
We will solve this issue according to the following formula:
Max Profit X1+ profit X2+ profit X3+ profit X4….
Adjust to:
1- Cost X1* invested quantity of X1+ cost X2 * invested quantity of X2 + cost X3 * invested quantity of X3 + cost X4
* invested quantity of X4 <=100000
2- Hours to sell on pcs of X1<=832 hours (4 moths)
3- Ours to sell on pcs of X2 <= 832
4- Hours to sell on pcs of X3 <= 832
Every X has constraint from X1 to X3038 every X must finish before 832 hours. That mean the hours enterprise need
to finish invested quantity of every X must be equal or less of 832 working hours (4 months). Total cost must be
100000 or less.
After using mat lab, I moved results to excel and arranged it from upper quantity to down to validate of results I am
going to calculate cost and hours for every variable.
Invested amount = quantity by integer LP* cost

Figure 12: Calculate total of invested amount

Total is exactly 100000 that mean first condition is validate
After that, I am going to validate from second constraint, quantity for every X must finish before 4 months (832 hours)
Hours to finish quantity=invested quantity*hours per 1 pcs

Figure 13: Number of hours to finish invested quantity of every item
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Second constraint is also validate every X finish before 832 hours.
After that, I arranged variables from high-invested amount to low
Then I will calculate profit= invested quantity*profit per pcs

Figure 14:Total of ILP profit
Total profit in integer linear programming is 118564 and in heuristic method was 53640.
3) Comparing between qualitative method and quantitative method using integer linear programming.
In this section, I will compare the most profitable method of quantitative methods, the linear programming method with
the currently used method of investment in the enterprise, a qualitative method that is based only on experience without
using any kind of quantitative methods or decision support systems.
The comparison method will be by reviewing one of the recent investments of the institution in which the traditional
method, the qualitative method based on experience, was used to determine the quantities purchased from each item. At
January 2016, the institute has invested 157240 SR in 18 items. The expected profit was 97217 and the cost was
157240. The product expiration cycle is uneven between items, some items finish through 7 months and others need 38
months. This mean the profit will return after 38 months, also this difference between items is a negative point. When
quantities finish quickly is better because this give an opportunity to invest again. Also, when quantities still long time
this may cause damage and lose money. The gap between expected periods of product expiration is to long as we can
see in figure down some items in red colour need 36, 38 months to finish and some items need only 7 months. This
discrepancy is often due to the method of non-studied investments and is not based on an analysis of the sales data of
the items.

Figure 15: Data of investment process conducted by enterprise
After I used mat lab for calculate Integer linear programming for those 18 items.
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Figure 16: The number of recommended quantities for each type of investment and the profit yield for 20 months
Table 3:Comparing between qualitative and ILP
Cost
Profit
Qualitative method
157240 SR
97217 SR
Integer linear programming
157232 SR
96742 SR

Duration
38 months
20 months

As in the table, integer linear programming return nearly same profit that qualitative method return in 38 months but in
only 20 months. This give opportunity to reinvestment budget again.
When we increase constraint to 38 months as order of enterprise, the profit go up until 124960

Qualitative method
Integer linear programming
Integer linear programming

Table 4: Comparing between three types
Cost
Profit
157240 SR
97217 SR
157232 SR
96742 SR
157235 SR
124960 SR

Duration
38 months
20 months
38 months

B. Assuming Change of future sales quantities
At first, I am going to predict future sales for every item during Jan and Feb of 2017 by using weighted moving average
depending on time series of sales through 2016. Weighted moving average give extra importance for recent periods and
less importance for old periods. In this situation, I divided year to six periods each one consist of two
months(1,2),(3,4),(5,6),(7,8),(9,10),(11,12). Weighted moving gives different weigh for each period with a note that
recent periods have more weight than old periods. In this situation, we have six periods so I need to six weights
arranged from high to low.
Total of weighs is = 1
Weight = W
Quantity Sold= QS
Period= P
P1 = Jan+Veb
P2= March+April
P3= May+June
P4 = July+Aug
P5= Sep+Oct
P6= Nov+Dec
W6= 1/3
W5= 1/4
W4= 1/6
W3= 1/10
W2= 1/12
W1= 1/14
Weighted Moving Average =(QS of P1* W1)+ (QS of P2* W2)+ (QS of P3* W3)+ ……(QS of P6* W6)+/Total of
weighs
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Figure 17: Calculate WMA
WMA represents predicted quantity sales for first two months of new year of 2017.

A. ABC & XYZ Analyse:
ABC XYZ analysis data to segment it to different parts based on it's importance and stability of importance, that means
importance is not mutation but it is constant and continuous.
In our situation, ABC analyse divide data to three parts A, B and C. I will divided data based on profit ratio, firs part
items that return until to 70% of total profit which rank it as A part. Second part items that return from 71% to 90% of
total profit and that ranked as B part. Final part is C that represent lowest ratio from 91% to 100%.

Figure 18: Items ranked as A

Items that ranked as A are the most important items because they represents around only 9% of items and return 70% of
profit. The rest items represents around 91% of items and return only 30% of profit.
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327
685

)70%A(
)20%B(
)10%C(
2593

Figure 19: Profit Rate of each type
In previous figure, we see that only 327 items nearly around 9% of items return 70%of profit, and 685 items nearly
around 19% of items return 20% of profit and 2593 items nearly around 72% of items return only 10% of profit.
X Y Z measure and divide coefficient of variation to three parts by calculating standard deviation around the average in
different periods of dates.
In our situation, XYZ analyse data to three parts X,Y and Z. I will divided data based on value of Coefficient of
Variation, firs part items that have coefficient of variation less than 0.3 which rank as X part. Second part items that
have coefficient of variation between 0.3 and 0.6 and that ranked as Y part. Final part is Z that have coefficient of
variation more than 0.6.

Figure 20: Ranking X, Y, Z
Type X are the items that have low coefficient of variation in sales during the all six period in year less than 0.3. In the
sense that the average quantity of sales a few changes during the period of year, which means that they are desirable for
investment because it is safer and stable in sales.
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A
B
C

X
High profit
Stability in sales
Medium profit
Stability in sales
Few profit
Stability in sales

Table 5: ABC XYZ analyse
Y
High profit
Low change in sales
Medium profit
Low change in sales
Few profit
Low change in sales

Z
High profit
High change in sales
Medium profit
High change in sales
Few profit
High change in sales

After that, I will combine the first items to be included in the type A that represents about 70% of the profits as well as
within the type X whose sales quantity is stable throughout the year. This ensures high profits with a lower risk of
investment. Then, I am going to calculate the profit yield from investing in these items within the required investment
limit, budget not more of 100000 and the quantities of the forecast by weighted moving average (WMA) to forecast the
quantities sold of each item in the first two months of 2017.

Figure 21: Profit of ABC XYZ analyse
Total profit was only 22295 as we see in previous image.
B. Integer linear programming
I am going to solve equation with take care of constraints 100000 and only two months by using formula in mat lab:
[x,fval]=intlinprog(f,intcon,A,b,{},{},lb)
The results of quantities shown in in next figure value of X of each item and total profit that was 74486

Figure 22: X "Invested quantity for every item and total profit (fval)
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C. Comparing between ABC XYZ and Integer linear programming:

Figure 23: Comparing between ILP and ABC XYZ analyses
VII.

CONCLUSION

In this research, we have concluded many different results in the use of scientific methods in general and decision
support systems in particular in contributing to investment decision-making processes. We hope that these results will
contribute to increasing the use of modern technology and scientific methods in the medium business environment.
Many goals we extracted from this research, there are many methods that can be used by owners of medium enterprises
to help them in the development and progress of their work The most important of these models, which we used in this
research decision support systems in different forms, methods of quantitative prediction of future sales and types such
as time series, moving average, weighted average, linear regression, etc., methods of organizing and classifying stock
items according to importance and stability in demand like ABC XYZ analyze, Finally, the linear programming
methods and the integer programming that are used to achieve the greatest goals of achieving the maximum profit or
reduction as much as possible, according to resources available from time, budget or other. The uses of these scientific
methods vary according to the objectives that are used for, such as the classification of important product, we can use
ABC XYZ analyze, or search for the best products for investment that return the highest profit possible, we can use
linear programming or predict future quantities of sales and others we can use time series analyses.
From the results of this research we found that the use of decision support systems in investment decisions is of great
importance, as it contributes significantly to the adoption of investment decisions very effective as we can use the
methods we mentioned in the search for the implementation of investment decisions are very successful using a set of
scientific methods in one investment decision as follows: first we use ABC XYZ analysis to identify important products
with high sales and have stability in the quantity of demand.
Then we forecast future sales for the next period of these products by analyzing previous sales periods using one of the
time series analyses.
Finally, according to the forecast of the quantity of demand for each of the important and stable goods, we use the
linear programming method to make an investment decision according to our resources available from a limited
investment budget or other to know the products and the quantity of each product to bring us the highest possible return
on profit.
One of the results we found in this research is that investment decisions that rely on scientific methods are more useful
and useful than investment decisions based on salespersons' experience. For example, when we compared one of the
investment decisions of the institution, we found that they invested in products with varying quantities and when we
predicted the cycle of ending these quantities in their decisions, we found that some products may expire within 3
months and some within 10 months and some of them up to 38 months and that means that profits and capital back
after a period Long plus some products that expire quickly have a request and are not available until the next
investment date. When we used the same budget that they used and with the same products using linear programming
we were able to get the same profit curves and product cycles for each category not more than 4 months only. This was
one of the most important results of the research that linear programming is the best methods that contribute to
maximize profits in business, after comparison with different methods in this area, including the ABC XYZ analyse and
another method which depend on the experience of sales men.
The use of scientific methods and modern techniques in business, despite the importance of it, but it is not widespread
or non-existent in medium enterprises. From the results of this research, we found that its use is very suitable for
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medium-sized enterprises, because of its great benefits in achieving the objectives of the commercial institutions in
easy and simple ways, as these scientific methods many of them are easy to implement and do not require the
implementation of great knowledge of computer programs and high amounts. On the contrary, many scientific methods
can be implemented with Excel and other free programs. Therefore, we advise managers of medium sized enterprises to
take advantage of these possibilities in developing their business in scientific ways that are well studied and successful.
We also recommend that researchers in these areas to research scientific applications that are suitable for application
through medium commercial enterprises to contribute to the development of their business and also benefit the
development of the general economic index.
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